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Halfway there!
We have made it midway through our first year back on campus, and it
has been so great to have classrooms full of learners once again. Students
are finally back into the rhythms and the routines of daily in-class
learning.
This quarter, some of our student
journalists have spent a little time working
remotely, but we were able to work
through that and produce this issue of the
Tiger Chronicle.
In this issue’s articles, the full range of
student interests is explored - from sports
played to styles displayed, and from the
cars we drive to the people who care for
us. The overarching motif that ties this
edition of the Chronicle together is
students wanting to share knowledge about their own culture. Please take
the time to enjoy this trip around the world!

Prepared-Respectful-Engaged-Professional

American Football
Curren G. & Keaton B.
Have you ever wondered if there are different rules between college football and the NFL?
In this article, we will go into depth about different rules and how both the NCAA and the NFL
handle coming up with new rules and regulations to make the sport safer.
The ‘founder’ of American football is Walter Camp, he was an excellent rugby player and
transformed some of the rules from rugby to a more modern style of play. He eventually came
up with the name “Football”.
Walter Camp founded the game
football in the 1880s but the
first professional game wasn't
until November 1892. NFL
football has come a long way
since it first started in the 1920s
when they had thin leather
helmets to now they have molded polycarbonate, which is a very strong polymer made to
absorb bigger hits. Nowadays, players have better technology to make these helmets as
protective and lightweight as possible to prevent more concussions and more people from
getting hurt. The rest of the football gear is way more efficient and easy to use. The shoulder
pads, for example, are smaller and more compact so players have more and better flexibility.
Here are some basic rules to help you understand the game. The first down line is a regular line
that marks the distance of how far the team with the ball needs to travel in order to get a first
down. A first down is 10 yards from the line of scrimmage (the line where the ball is hiked),
this means the team gets four chances to get a first down. If the team doesn't get the first down
in the four attempts, this leads to a turnover. A turnover on downs is when a team's offense has
used all their downs but has not progressed downfield enough to earn another set of downs.
Normal play consists of two teams of 11 players on the field (one on offense the other on
defense) competing during four 15 minute quarters. There are usually three ‘time-outs’ per half
for each team, with a 12 minutes half-time interval.

College football is played by Universities
and Academies. In order to play college
football, students have to play high
school football. Students don't have to
get a scholarship to play college football,
but without one they have less chance of
making it on the team. The minimum
GPA students need to play college football is 2.3 and an SAT score higher than 900 (or ACT
over 75%). But there is a loophole through this - if students have a higher GPA, they can get a
lower score on the SAT and still be allowed to play. The NCAA calls this the sliding scale. The
College football season goes anywhere from August to
December, then they have a postseason that goes from
December to January. For college football, every game, and
player stats are recorded on the NCAA website. After every
game, there are multiple officials that overview the game
and check if any person on the field has broken any rules
and if they have they will hand out a fine or a suspension if
it gets to the point where they have to do that. Every year, college football makes over 4 billion
U.S dollars in revenue.
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Make a Bet to attend The Met

Imagine yourself walking through a red carpet with a fabulous outfit on at night with
photographers trying to take pictures of you. You enter a huge museum building with green
plant barriers on each side - keeping the paparazzi from getting too close. You look at different
celebrities’ outfits while people photograph every move you make. People interviewing you
and asking about your outfit and interacting with other celebrities. Afterwards, a possible
chance to go to an after-party where all the celebrities are interacting with others and having
fun. This is the beauty of the Met Gala. The Met Gala is a yearly event held in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City. It is referred to as “fashion's biggest night out”
because this event is where underrated designers show off their outfits to celebrities. Being
invited to the Met Gala is an honor many celebrities dream of receiving, because it is very fun
for many celebrities since they get styled, receive awards, and can hang out with other
celebrities. Keep reading to learn about how the Met Gala showcases the different iconic
outfits over the years.
The Met Gala first took place in 1948, and throughout the years it has become a very popular
event. Within the 73 years of the Met Gala taking place, it has greatly improved and it has
become more fun for the celebrities since now there is
more red carpet time, more people attending, and an afterparty. These days, it is a huge event. When a celebrity first
arrives at The Met, they go through a large red carpet
where paparazzi and famous photographers take snapshots
of their outfits. After that, celebrities go inside where they
are assigned a table with about 10-15 other celebrities and
they eat, listen to speeches, and get awards. The speeches
consist of celebrities sharing the story behind their outfit,
and how their life has changed throughout their years.
Influencer Emma Chamberlain says the Met Gala,
“actually feels like going to prom.” When talking about
her outfit, Emma said, “What I love about the dress is the
daintiness.” We agree with Emma, her dress was very
beautiful and had a lot of design to it.

The awards are given out for the best-dressed celebrities and for celebrities who have a true
story and design behind their outfit. When the awards and speeches are over, there is a Met
Gala After-Party, which takes place in a different
location each year. Celebrities change into new
outfits and then go to the Met Gala After-Party to
have even more fun for the night. One famous Met
Gala 2021 After-Party was hosted by Justin Bieber
and Balenciaga at the Cathédrale Restaurant. Many
celebrities from the Met Gala attended including
Rihanna, Kim Kardashian, Kendall Jenner, Jacob
Elordi, Chance the Rapper, Megan Fox, Machine
Gun Kelly, and many more. These celebrities are
very well-known and make a powerful group. We
think that most of these celebrities are very
entertaining on social media and television. For
example, Jacob Elordi is one of the members of the television show, “Euphoria,” which many
people love. Also, we both enjoy Kendall Jenner’s modeling career and her unique outfits
portrayed in her fashion shows.

Best Rated
2001: Demi Moore, American actress
2002: Shauntay Hinton, American
actress
2003: Gisele Bündchen, Brazilian
model
2004: Scarlett Johnson, American actress
2005: Naomi Watts, British actress
2006: Jessica Alba, American actress
2007: Mary-Kate Olsen, American actress
2008: Christian Ricci, American actress
2009: Jessica Biel, American actress
2010: Doutzen Kroes, Dutch model
2011: Lea Michele, American actress
2012: Dakota Fanning, American actress
2013: Blake Lively, American actress
2014: Victoria Beckham, British singer
2015: Diane Kruger, German-American
actress
2016: Katy Perry, American singer
2017: Zendaya, American actress
2018: Blake Lively, American actress
2019: The Kardashian/Jenner family,
American models & businesswoman
2020: Canceled because of COVID
Rankings from wonderwall.com
and thecut.com

2021: Billie Eilish, American singer

Rankings from wonderwall.com
and thecut.com

Worst Rated
2001: Jessica Simpson, American singer
2002: Victoria Wood, English comedian
2003: Jamie-Lynn Sigler, American actress
2004: Anna Wintour, British journalist
2005: Marc Jacobs, American fashion
designer & Lil Kim, American rapper
2006: Sarah Jessica Parker, American
actress
2007: Jessica Simpson, American singer
2008: Anna Wintour, fashion editor
2009: Madonna, American singer
2010: Katy Perry, American singer
2011: Freida Pinto, Indian actress
2012: Marc Jacobs, American fashion
designer
2013: Coco Rocha, Canadian fashion
designer
2014: Sandra Lee, American chef
2015: Sarah Jessica Parker, American
actress
2016: Taylor Swift, American singer
2017: Kylie Jenner, American model
2018: Lena Waithe, American actress
2019: James Charles, Youtuber
2020: Event canceled because of COVID
2021: Kim Petras, German singer

In our opinion, our top outfits throughout the years would be the Versace ones worn by
Kendall and Kylie in 2019, Blake Lively in 2018 (made by Shannon), and Scarlett Johansson
in 2004 (made by Calvin Klein). The reasons these are our favorite outfits throughout the years
are that the designs of the outfits are very nice, and they understood the theme of the Gala and
enhanced it further, and wowed people. For example, Kendall and Kylie’s 2019 outfit took
over 6 months to make, and they wanted to represent how their outfits can be unique and stand
out and they don’t have to blend in with others. Blake Lively wearing a long red and gold dress
is beyond beautiful in our opinion. She wore some sort of gold crown that stood out and made
her outfit shine. Scarlett’s yellow silk dress is so perfect and makes her seem like Belle from
“Beauty and the Beast.” Her
makeup look isn't too strong and is
very light on her face, which shows
her natural face and it fits with the
outfit better.
On the other hand, our opinion on
the worst outfits throughout recent
years have been Madonna in 2009,
Marc Jacobs in 2012, and Kim
Petras in 2021. These outfits were
very basic, and it seemed like they didn’t have much effort put into it because they don’t draw
our attention when we look at them. If these outfits do draw our attention, it is not in a good
way! Madonna’s 2009 Met Gala outfit appeared as if it were a last-minute costume, and it
didn’t have any meaning behind it, which is why we conclude that this outfit was the worst.
Kim Petras wore a dress showing a horse in the front, and it appeared to be very ugly and
unusual. The horse was planted on her chest and its blue eyes made it look creepy. Below her
waist, she's wearing a flat stiff skirt with the rest of her skirt dangling with colors that don't
match, including brown, red, orange, and blue which seems to be the color of roses. Therefore,
in our opinion the outfit was too much and it wasn’t something that is meant to be worn at the
Met. In 2009, Madonna wore a dark blue scrunched-up dress with black felt boots that went up
to her thighs. She also wore black leather gloves and had her hair up to a bun with two strands
on the side. The bun was wrapped around with a long scrunchie with the ends of the scrunchie
facing upwards, making it seem really ugly.

In order to be invited to the Met Gala, celebrities must be trending
during that year. Trending celebrities are ones who have gained many
followers, and for some reason or another have been very well-known in
the year leading up to the event. The people who plan the Met Gala
make a seating chart for where celebrities sit. The seating arrangements
are not always preferable for celebrities - for example in the 2016 Met
Gala, Demi Lovato was seated at the same table as Nicki Minaj, and
they did not enjoy it. The singers have never been friends; in fact they
have a history of always fighting about who's more talented! Besides
being placed on the seating chart, another requirement is to find a
designer who is willing to make the outfit. If a celebrity is able to meet all these factors, they
will most likely be offered a ticket to attend the Met Gala. One last thing: entry to the Met
Gala isn’t for free! A ticket for one person costs $35,000 and a table for the event can reach
$300,000. The Met Gala is very pricey, but it is also an event celebrities only get one chance
of attending, so to us it is worth the price.
We decided to take some of our CPMS teacher opinions and their thoughts on the Met Gala
and designers. Mrs. Mellinger has heard of the Met Gala and knows that “it is an event created
by Vogue editor Anna Wintour, an influencer both in fashion as well as in music. She is often
referenced by hip hop artists like Jay-Z and
Kanye West.” Mrs. Mellinger would attend
the Met, as long as a few conditions are met:
“If I could attend the Met Gala for free including having an outfit designed for me
by the late Virgil Abloh - I would go. It
would be a great opportunity to have an
outfit designed by an influential designer
both on and off the runway like Virgil Abloh
and also a great way to step into a world that
I am usually not in.” We totally agree with
her answer, the Met Gala seems like a great
event to express fashion in unique ways.

Ms. Guiten has heard of the Met Gala and states, “I love seeing all the amazing ways that
attendees interpret the theme from a fashion perspective.” Her answer is so true, attendees all
interpret the theme differently and it’s nice to see how they do that. When Ms. Guiten was
asked if she knew any famous celebrity Met Gala outfits, she told us, “I remember Rhianna's
outfit causing a stir a few years ago. Kim Kardashian's outfit from this year was definitely
noteworthy in head-to-toe black, as was AOC's with the message to ‘Tax the Rich’. I'd say that
Pete Davidson's was unique, but men have worn dresses to the event before and his wasn't
particularly eye-catching in my opinion.” We wanted to know if Ms. Guiten would attend the
event, and she said, “I definitely would. I think it'd be a lot of fun to dress up in some high
fashion and look at beautiful art.” Ms. Guiten’s answers were extremely accurate in our
opinion, Kim Kardashian’s outfit was very noteworthy since it was something nobody has
done before.
We interviewed 8th-grade CPMS students on their opinion on the Met Gala, and the outfits at
the Met Gala. In 2016, Gigi wore a long
gray dress with a gray choker, and her
fingers wrapped around with Iron. On the
other hand Zayn was wearing a black suit
and his arms wrapped around with iron. We
wanted students to compare this to the
2021 outfits where Kim Kardashian wore
an all-black dress from her head down to
her black high-heels. Alongside her, Kanye
West wore all black, with a black hood
around him as well. We asked students to pick one couple’s outfit over the other couple. The
results showed that Gigi Hadid and Zayn Malik’s outfit was more well liked than Kim
Kardashian and Kanye West. The results were 63.6% for Gigi Hadid and Zayn Malik and
36.4% for Kim Kardashian’s and Kanye West’s outfits. Many students liked Gigi and Zayn’s
outfit more, but personally we think this one is too basic and doesn’t fit in with the theme for
2016’s event. Also, Kim and Kanye’s outfits symbolize Kanye’s new album, “Donda” - which
was released on the 19th of August, 2021 (the name “Donda'' represents his mom who passed
away November 10, 1997). We prefer Kanye and Kim’s outfit because it has much more
meaning to it, and it was something very different that no other celebrity has ever done.

When we asked students if they would attend the Met Gala if it were free and if they had a
ticket, there were many varied responses. Many said they would love to attend the Met Gala such as Alana Z. (8th grade) who stated, “Yes I would go because it is a really cool event for
people to express themselves by what they are wearing.” Also, Megan U. (8th grade) believed
she would because “I would love to meet with my favorite celebrities and decide which outfits
I like best.” On the other hand Kaila S. (8th grade) expressed her thoughts: “No I would not
because it’s too crowded with people I don’t know, and it’s a waste of time.” Many other
students believed it would be a nice event but that it would be very stressful with all the
attention. All in all, the 8th-grade students had mixed emotions about whether or not they
would attend the Met Gala if they could.
Many of the celebrities have varied feelings about the Met Gala. Many of them enjoyed it,
while other celebrities did not have good experiences attending the Met. To add on, there is
also a picture that went viral of Nicki Minaj giving Demi Lovato a dirty look, and she
expressed to the paparazzi, “This one celebrity was so miserable to be around.” Actress
Gwyneth Paltrow had very negative emotions towards her time attending the Met - she
expressed “I’m never going again. It was so un-fun. It was boiling. It was too crowded. I did
not enjoy it at all.” Zayn
Malik doesn’t have negative
thoughts about it nor
positive thoughts, he said,
“This is really good for you
to do. No matter how strong
you are mentally, you can
always be swayed to do
certain things. Now, it's not
something I would go to. I'd rather be sitting at my house, doing something productive, than
dressing up in really expensive clothes and being photographed on a red carpet.” Madonna also
had mixed emotions; she felt that “It’s like a Fellini movie… The best and worst of everything
is here.” That makes sense, the Met Gala could be very entertaining but also be very chaotic
with the number of people attending. Even celebrities themselves have mixed emotions about
the Met based on their experiences.

Mysteries within Hispanic Culture
Have you ever thought about the center of Hispanic culture? The sound of music and laughter filling the air,
the aroma of tamales and other dishes being freshly made. The colors all around, the fireworks going off, and
the families enjoying the company of one another. This is the center of
Hispanic culture; it is the party, the joy, and the families celebrating and
cherishing these moments.
A number of nations are under the Hispanic heading. Argentina, Bolivia,
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El
Salvador, Equatorial Guinea, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Puerto Rico, Spain, Uruguay, and Venezuela are all
considered Hispanic countries. Most of our research is based on Mexico, but
there are similarities across each of these countries.
Many Hispanics forget their origin or roots and even stop using the language they had learned to use when
young. The type of Spanish used in the present day is difficult to learn, compared to the old Spanish language
that was much more simple. Spanish is a very old language, and as years went on, this language expanded
throughout the seas and into the modern early period. As of today, twenty countries have Spanish as one of
their official languages. There are a lot of second-generation Hispanics, which means that they come from
immigrant parents, and many have English as their dominant language. As generations pass, the Spanish
language has become much more complex than before, due to the use of different phrases from different
languages. Difference in age is also another major component that has caused change.
Hispanic culture has a variety of delicious foods to choose from,
tamales being a great example. There are different types of tamales;
made traditionally by hand, using dough and meat mixed with salsa .
There are also sweet tamales that use dough with a combination of
butter, sugar, cinnamon, and vanilla. Tacos are another delicious
food in Hispanic culture and are quite famous - in fact, 75% of
students we surveyed from the CPMS school mentioned they liked
tacos! There are also foods, like pozole and Caldo de Pollo, that are
typically eaten during the colder months. As well as
food, there are drinks Some are made of fresh fruit
that are combined to make a savory drink. Recipes for
all of these dishes have changed throughout the years,
though some remain essentially the same. Hispanics
also have desserts like flan, churros, and pan dulce.
Most dishes in Hispanic culture are prepared using
seasonings that are easy to find, including coriander,
allspice, cloves, thyme, Mexican oregano, Mexican
cinnamon, cumin, and cacao.
It is a tradition in Hispanic culture for parents and
grandparents to tell folktales to the children in the
family - usually aiming to teach or to scare kids into being good. Some popular folktales in the Hispanic
culture are: La Llorona, La Chupacabra, and Los Duendes. Many of these folktales are used as a way to spread
culture and even heritage to the world.

La Llorona is one of the most popular folktales known by most Hispanics. It
starts with a beautiful woman who has two children and a husband. One day she
finds out that her husband is cheating on her with a wealthy woman from their
town. In anger, La Llorona takes her kids to the river near their home and
boards a small boat. La Llorona drowns one of her kids while the other pleads
to be let go. Before long both children are dead. La Llorona regretted her
decision, so she drowned herself so she could be with her children. Since she
committed a great sin, she was punished by being sentenced to roam the Earth.
At night she calls for her children - drowning any children she comes across,
even if they aren’t hers… So just know if you hear La Llorona calling, you
better run and hide! A horror movie called La Llorona was mentioned by Sarai
T. (8th grade) who remembers “it’s very scary and mentions her as a ghost that drowns children.” As children,
some students we surveyed had even watched an animation of La Llorona called “La Leyenda de la Llorona,”
which explains the story of the spirit while on an adventure.
The folktale about La Chupacabra tells the story of a mysterious animal, the size of a bear, that comes at night.
Many people state that La Chupacabra has spines on its
back, and razor-sharp teeth. Others who don’t believe in the
folktale simply say the chupacabra is a dog with a harsh
appearance caused by mange (a type of skin disease caused
by parasite mites), but let’s stick to the folktale. The story
goes that chupacabras kill and drink the blood of animals,
mostly goats - which is why it is mostly called a “goat
sucker.” Some stories in Mexico consist of Chupacabras
who are always caught trying to steal animals to kill, causing the rumor that kids can also be taken. This
folktale scares most kids and teaches them that when going outside after dark, they should be cautious and
never try to investigate a strange noise or object before telling their parents,
keeping these children from being harmed.
Los Duendes are little goblin-like leprechauns that kidnap kids, usually by
luring them into the woods. Other duendes live in houses and hide items
and punish little kids who don’t behave. Duendes are known to be able to
speed up time; what seems like only an hour to people who have been lured
into the woods by Duende takes five years in the real world. There is an old
story of a boy who was walking home alone after playing with his friends.
He knew of the shortcut through the woods; his mother had advised him not
to go through there alone, especially after dark. Though he knew his mother
would get mad, he entered the woods. There, he found duendes asking if he
wanted to play and in return, the boy would receive sweets and money.

The boy excitedly ran home and knocked on the door; it was opened by his mother but she seemed older, tired,
and despondent. It turns out the duendes had tricked him into playing for what seemed to be a couple of hours,
but this time had turned out to be years for his mother! The folktale not only teaches kids to not trust strangers,
and to not wander around - but it also tells them to behave.
In the Hispanic culture, we celebrate many things that have been accomplished and events from the past. As
Hispanics ourselves, we enjoy celebrating many holidays,
including the widely-known ones like Semana Santa, Dia de
Los Muertos, and Dia de Los Reyes.
Semana Santa is a meaningful holiday based on religion in
Hispanic culture; it is the second most widely-celebrated
holiday in Mexico. This meaningful celebration is to
commemorate the Eastern Tridium, which would be the
moments of passion, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ.
Usually, this would revolve around the religion of Catholics
or other Christians. A way in which we commemorate these
events of Jesus Christ is by attending church.
Dia de Los Muertos is the most popular of all of them and is
known by many. Dia de Los Muertos is a holiday celebrated by
Hispanics in honor of the dead and to remember past memories.
During the day of the dead, families put up ofrendas with
pictures of those who have passed away, along with candles,
marigolds, and foods that person liked to eat when they were
still living. Most families say a prayer and have a moment of
silence in honor of their relatives. After, they sit around and
talk about the people who have passed. Movies have been made
in honor of the holiday, two of them being “Coco” and “The
Book of Life”.
The final celebration we will discuss here is on January
sixth, when we honor Los Reyes Magos (the three kings
who traveled for twelve days just to bring gifts for baby
Jesus). What most Hispanics do to celebrate this is to
gather as families and to cut a Rosca de Reyes, a Rosca de
Reyes is an oval-shaped Portuguese bread eaten in
Mexico, South America, and other areas. It is made with
flour, salt, sugar, butter, yeast, water, and other
seasonings. The reason why the Rosca is shaped like an
oval is that it symbolizes the crown which King Herod
was trying to hide from baby Jesus. In this bread, there are
small figures that represent baby Jesus in hiding. If a
person gets the small figure in their bread they would need to host a party on Dia de la Candelaria on February
second and also make tamales for everyone who attends.
You now know what the center of Hispanic culture really is: family! Can you hear the laughter and music that
plays in our hearts, do you see the colors of the fireworks all unique and different from each other, just like
you and me?

Young
and
Wealthy
Vincent A.
When you hear of personal finance what do you think of? Well here’s what personal finance consists of:
budgeting, banking, insurance, mortgages, investments, retirement planning, and tax. Understanding the basics
of personal finance is important so people know how to
manage their money correctly and plan to be financially
stable in the future. Keep reading to see why personal
finance is important for students to learn.
CPMS is one school where students actually learn about
these topics. Many schools don’t teach it! There are many
reasons why personal finance is not taught a lot.
According to Time, these are some of the reasons only one in five teachers feels qualified to teach it. Another
reason is it is not part of the ACT or SAT, which means that it's not tested. The third reason is nobody agrees
on which parts of personal finance should be taught. Maybe this is why only 30% of Americans have a longterm financial plan (according to the spendmenot website) and 77% of Americans have some kind of debt
(according to the Shift website). Here at CPMS, Personal Finance is an elective taught in 8th grade by our
math teacher, Mr. Riley.
Here are some of the reasons
why Mr. Riley and Mr. Mitch
decided to include personal
finance as an elective at
CPMS. Mr. Mitch who is the
Director of School
Operationsm says “we
determined that teaching
students about finances is an
important life-long skill that
they will benefit from in their
future”.

Mr. Riley thinks personal finance is important because
the power of compounding makes saving and investing a
priority for young people. Young people have time on
their side, so the sooner they can make thoughtful
financial decisions, the larger will be the sum
accumulated in investment accounts. Mr. Mitch also
said, “We found that students are not taught enough
about personal finances in high school and beyond and
hope that by teaching it as an Elective to our 8th grade students, they may be better prepared for the future in
regard to their own personal finances and perhaps want to pursue it as a career following high school.”
Almost 100% of the College Prep students surveyed
said that they are interested in personal finance. Riley
M. (8th grade) said he was looking forward to the
Personal Finance elective because it will allow him to
learn more about stocks and what companies to invest
in. Alana K. (8th grade) was looking forward to the
Personal Finance elective because she was hoping to
learn more about stocks.
Now you know what personal finance consists of,
why it’s not taught much, and why it’s important.

Cats and Dogs: Which one is best for you?
Daniel F.
You want to get a pet but you don’t know which one to get. Whether if its a cat or a dog, it is hard to choose
because you don’t know which one is right for you. We are going to go over some characteristics and traits
that dogs and cats have and the expectations you need to know, so you know which one you want to own.
Maybe you will think like Turkish novelist Orhan Pamuk, who wrote, “Dogs do speak, but only those who
know how to listen.” Or perhaps you will be more like great author Mark Twain,
who felt, “A home without a cat and well-fed, well-petted and properly revered
cat may be a perfect home, perhaps but how can it prove title?” Is it possible to
find the pet that is meant for you? This article will help you to make your choice.
There are some people who are cat lovers and there are people who are dog
lovers. There are even people who love both these animals. People love cats
because of how relaxing they can be, and how some can be playful and active
depending on their breeds. On the other hand, people love dogs because of how
affectionate they are, how loyal and caring they are, and how they look out for you. People will even love both
dogs and cats because one of them is relaxing when you’ve been busy, while the other is great if you are bored
and want to do a fun activity with your dog.
Dogs are quite smart. Intelligence tests have shown that they have advanced memory skills, so they can
remember some events that have occurred. Dogs can be aware of when something is dangerous or a threat;
they bark and alarm their owner that something bad is happening. Dogs have active energy and every day they
will use their active energy for things like exercising and playing with their owners, which keeps the dogs
occupied. People consider dogs to be reliable because dogs are animals that are useful to people when it comes
to keeping busy, showing affection, and making memories by doing fun things and activities. Dogs can be
trained to perform specific roles. Examples of this include defending their owners or a property, searching for
things that are potentially dangerous, and helping people with limited vision to navigate the outside world.
Also, dogs can do fun tricks as well like shaking hands, rolling over, playing dead, spinning, walking
backwards, bowing, and so on and so forth. Before getting a dog, it is important to make sure the house and
yard have enough space. Dogs need a bed, bowls so they can eat or drink to get their nutrition, and some toys
that they can play with so they can stay occupied if the owner is busy. To give dogs the nutrition that they
need, owners need to feed them well. Owners should make sure they are buying nutritious dog foods from
reputable brands. Also, some human foods that dogs can eat
include carrots, apples, white rice, dairy products, fish, chicken,
peanut butter, or plain popcorn. Dogs cannot have caffeine,
grapes and raisins, macadamia nuts, xylitol, chocolate, fat
trimmings and bones, yeast dough, or fruit pits and seeds.

People consider cats to be reliable because they are
a great choice if you want to relax with an animal,
they are caring and loving if you and your cat gain
trust with each other, they do well with older kids,
and long-lasting memories can be shared with
them. Some cats need exercise with their owner,
but some cats can be very lethargic (depending on
the breed). Cats can be very cautious and be aware
of what is happening and they can react when they
know that something is wrong. Cats can also be
trained to defend their owner, and do specific tricks
as well. Fun can be had in the training, and good
tricks include fetch, sit, come, and high-five - and
even find an object! One example of a cat’s
intelligence is that they have “object permanence recognition” - which is the awareness of objects that aren’t
clearly visible. A cat’s daily routine essentially involves sleeping, digesting food, and water, playing with their
owner, and exercising. It is important that cats see an interesting environment that they can feel comfortable
around. Before getting a cat, it is important to make sure you own bowls for food and water, as well as a litter
box so the cat can also go to the bathroom. To give cats the nutrition they need, owners need to feed them
appropriately. Again, owners should seek nutritious products sold by a reputable pet food company. Cats can
eat human foods like fish, meat, cheese, bananas, berries, melons, carrots, and rice. Foods that cats shouldn’t
eat are onions, garlic, raw eggs, raw meat or bones, chocolate or drinks with caffeine, alcohol or raw dough,
dairy products, grapes or raisins, and dog food.
You might be wondering whether dogs or cats are the best choice for you. If you are looking for a pet that is
relaxing and one that you don’t have to do a lot of activity with, then your best choice would be a cat. If you
are looking for a pet that you want to do an activity with
and one that you can pay a lot of attention to, then your
best choice would be a dog. Cats need to have a lot of
exercise, however they usually prefer to do this alone.
Dogs need to have exercise as well, but really enjoy
doing this with the owner. Dogs are very fun to play
with, they can keep you occupied when you are bored,
they can uplift you when you are feeling down or when
you’re having a bad day, they can help you if you train
them to do what you want them to do.

The downsides to getting a dog is you would have to pay a lot of attention to them (even if there are times that
you are very busy), some have to be fed a lot of expensive food, and some dogs are even really expensive to
purchase.
The expectation of getting a cat is that they are most likely to do things by themselves because they are solitary
sometimes. This lets you do the work that you sometimes have to do on busy days. They are also very easy to
train as well like they can learn their name, and specific hand signals or tricks just like dogs can. The downside
to getting a cat is that if they ever need a bath or need a haircut some breeds can possibly be aggressive about
the idea. The expectation to also get a cat is that they have a lot of human companionship and they can be there
for you. The downside to getting a cat is that you need to find the right routine for them and you have to take
the time to think of a right routine for your cat. Another expectation of getting a cat is that they can be loyal to
their owners if they have the desire to. The downside to having a cat is that there are accidental injuries that
can happen when you do activities with them, so you have to be careful and watch for their safety.
Some CPMS students surveyed, like Haslitt S. (8th grade), prefer cats. But almost all students reported a
stronger affection for dogs. Julia A. (8th grade) likes that dogs “are friendly and cute,” which is similar to how
Fatima K. (8th grade) chose dogs because “they are more affectionate.” That is not the only reason students
prefer dogs - Chloe V. (8th grade) prefers dogs because “they are more energized and are willing to go
anywhere,” and Angelina B. (8th
grade) feels that dogs “are more
active, exciting, and playful than
cats.” The last word on how great
dogs are has to go to Mr. Mitch,
who had a lot to say: “Dogs are
friendly, fun and very interactive.”
They all have unique and special
personalities. They can be playful
at times and more relaxed at other
times.” Great points, Mr. Mitch!

Tesla vs Ford
Bonnie D. and Sandy R. and Brandon P.
Are Tesla and Ford really so different from one another? Tesla and Ford are similar in some ways when it
comes to manufacturing cars. Tesla and Ford both make high-tech cars and modern-day electric cars, which
can be seen all over town these days when you look outside or go for a walk. However, Tesla and Ford don’t
always see eye to eye. They are very different; even though they are both car manufacturers, there is a huge
difference between these two companies.
How has Tesla grown over the years? Well, Tesla was founded in 2003 by Martin Eberhard and Marc
Tarpenning. These men wanted to show everyone that they didn’t need to compromise to drive an electric car.
They also wanted to show that an electric car can be quicker than
the rest. A year later, in 2004, the company was bought by Elon
Musk, who gave a $6.5 million investment. In 2008, Tesla
released its first completely-electric car, called the Roadster. With
a single charge, the Roadster was able to drive for 245 miles.
Tests showed it was comparable to other gas-powered cars. Later
from 2013 to 2020, the productions and sales skyrocketed.
A little more recently, in 2019 Tesla came out with the Model Y - which was smaller and less expensive than
the Model X. The Model X ranked 7th among the world’s best-selling plug-in cars. Later in the year, Tesla
tried to expand globally. This year includes the remaking of the second Roadster, a semi-trailer truck, and a
pick-up truck. In 2021 Tesla’s market capitalization made 1 trillion U.S. dollars, which now makes Tesla just
the sixth company to reach that goal. Tesla’s employee count since 2006 has gone from 70 to 70,757 in just 15
years (ending in 2020).
That's more than 10,000
times more than when it
started! Tesla’s product
sales have gone up a
LOT since 2012 - up to
over 300,000 by the 4th
quarter in 2021. This
company sure is
booming. Their sales are
high and are just getting higher! Tesla has grown so much, not only as a company but as a car manufacturer.

How did Ford make its start? Ford was founded in Detroit, Michigan in the year 1903 by a man named Henry
Ford. In 1908, the company created a very successful Model T car, and by 1923, more than half of all the cars
in the United States were a Model T. The previous year, Ford began to produce luxury Lincolns and
Continentals through the Lincoln Motor Co. In 1927, Model A surpassed the amount of sales Model T had.
Later in 1938, Ford introduced the first Mercury as a car in the medium price range between Ford and Lincoln.
In 1941, Ford stopped the production of civilian cars to concentrate on building cars and other things for the
U.S. military. In the 1950s and 60s, Ford began limited diversification, which means adding asset types to
reduce risk of going bankrupt, such as in its purchase of the electronics company Philco in 1961. In 1989-90
Ford bought Jaguar, a British manufacturer of luxury cars. Later, Ford sold Hertz in 2005 and Aston Martin in
2007. Ford also sold Jaguar and Land Rover to Tata Motors Ltd. of India in 2008. Ford decided to sell Jaguar
and Land Rover to Tata Motors because its main brands in the United States were not making enough money.
At the time, the major newspaper The LA Times reported this as follows: “Ford Motor Co. is selling its storied
Jaguar and Land Rover lines to India's Tata Motors Ltd. in a deal that will net the U.S. automaker $1.7
billion.” In 2016, Ford Smart Mobility was created to develop car-sharing ventures and self-driving vehicles.
The preceding year, the automaker announced that it was increasing its line of electric cars. Then in 2018, Ford
made the major announcement that it was phasing out all its passenger cars, except the Mustang and Ford
Focus Active. Currently, Ford is focusing on manufacturing pickup trucks, SUVs, and crossover vehicles. We
are very glad to see Ford turning over to the eco-friendly side of car manufacturing, even if it is step by step.
The idea of an electric car is not a new one, the first-ever electric car was made by a Hungarian priest and
physicist Ányos Jedliks in the year 1828. The website Britannica - an online encyclopedia - states that “A
couple of years later, another small scale car that was
powered by non-rechargeable primary cells was made in
1835 by a man named Sibrandus Stratingh. Later on in
1881, the first electric car that could hold a human and had
its own power source was tested on the streets of Paris in
April 1881 by a French Inventor named Gustave Trouvé.”
Even though his invention was successful, Gustave was not
able to patent it. In the world of electric vehicles, there was
a golden age. There was a surge of interest for electric vehicles and transportation in the late 1800s and early
1900s. Around the year 1912, over 33,842 electric vehicles were registered in the United States. There was a
downfall of the use of electric vehicles after the year 1915. This was because electric roadsters were $1,750
while the gas-powered cars only cost $650. In the 1990s, this idea came into reality when a great number of
companies made electric vehicles with rechargeable batteries. Many years had passed without new electric
vehicles being made until 1959, when the American Motors Corporation (AMC) came up with the idea of
creating self-charging batteries for electric vehicles. AMC wasn’t popular enough to sell this idea themselves
nor had the money to. In 2004, the first electric car was made, called Model S created by Tesla.

We asked students here at CPMS if they preferred one
company over the other. Reika P. (8th grade) chose Tesla
because, “I don't know much about Ford,” but Reika did
know that Tesla “are known for their electric cars and we
probably won't be using gas cars in the future.”
Alternatively, Sofia A. (8th grade) chose Ford because of
the “wider variety of cars from Ford, from 5 seater cars to
12 or 15 seats. They have trucks and vans and other cars,
unlike Tesla.” Sofia also feels that maintenance costs are
an important consideration: “I would stick with Ford because if I had a Tesla, a more expensive car, I would
have to take care of it better.” We also asked some teachers what they thought. Mr. Riley (8th grade Math)
prefers Ford, saying, “My family has owned Ford products for
years. My grandfather owned a model T in the 1920s. He
loved that car. I have owned a Ford Bronco, Mustang, and El
Camino Royale. I am very excited about Ford's product line up
and the flexibility. I think they will manufacture and sell many
more EV cars than Tesla within the next 5 to 10 years… Ford
is continuing to innovate with higher quality products that are
meeting and exceeding customer needs.” Mr. Riley has a lot of
history with the Ford industries and their products, so clearly he has high expectations for the company!
Both Tesla and Ford are great companies. However, the
results were that, overall, most 8th grade students and 8th
grade teachers chose Tesla. Tesla came at a percentage a bit
higher than Ford’s at 56.5% over 43.5%. Their reasons
were either because they have or had a Tesla car or because
they had no sufficient knowledge about Ford. Reika P. (8th
grade) said she didn’t know a lot about Ford. Then people
like Angelena (7th grade) who knows a lot about Ford but
choose Tesla because “her parents drive one”. Based on the 23 people we surveyed, most of them chose Tesla
in the end, making Tesla the most well-known car company for CPMS students.

Cultures Combined
Sarai T.
Yes, you know about America, but how much do you know about Ethiopian culture? Ethiopia is a multicultural and multi-ethnic country that is welcoming to people of many races and religions. My family has
Ethiopian heritage and American heritage, so today you're going to learn a little about each of these cultures!
Ethiopia is a country in the continent of Africa, to the west of Somalia. Even though it is physically smaller
than Texas, there are over 110 million people there! The weather
in Ethiopia goes by season like in America, but when it is winter
there, it is summer here. The most common languages used in
Ethiopia are Amharic, Oromo and Somali. In a whole other part
of the world, the United States is a country bordering Mexico and
Canada with a total population of almost 330 million people. The
US climate is unusual at times. For example in the north it can be
freezing and in the south it could be very warm. There are
different ethnic groups like White, Black, Asian, Amerindian and
Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian, Pacific Islander and two or more races.
Let’s look at what the people in each country tend to eat.
Ethiopian culture includes many animal-based foods,
including doro wot (which is a stew containing meat and
eggs), tibs (little slices of cooked meat), kitfo (seasoned
meat that is only very lightly-cooked), tere siga (which
literally means “raw meat”), firfir (injera with seasoning
and spices), and dulet (cow's liver chopped up). But there
is also a lot of vegan food in Ethiopian culture, such as
misir wat (lentil beans), kik alicha (split-pea stew), shiro (its chickpea powder with spices), gomen (collard
greens), and fasolia (white beans and carrots). Some of the more popular foods from American culture include
hot dogs (especially in Chicago), hamburgers (which are German, but came to the midwest), macaroni and
cheese (an Italian dish that came to America), clam chowder (particularly in the the north-east), meatloaf (in
Pennsylvania), and all over the country, sweet breakfast
items such as pancakes and French toast. My favorite
dishes from Ethiopian culture are doro wet and tibs
because I love the spices. My favorite dish from
American culture is French toast and hamburgers
because I love how you can eat these and feel full.

Both Ethiopia and America have experienced many historical events
that have resulted in the current situation. The main events that have
happened in Ethiopia are mostly political. Some major moments include
Menelik II being crowned king in 1889, the Empress Zewditu being
crowned in (February 1916), followed by Ras Tafari Makonnen
(November 1930). One incredibly important period of time was when
Italy invaded and ruled the country from 1935 to 1941. Another was the
Ethiopia and Eritrea war (May 1998 to June 2000). Each of these events
changed the nation by helping to make Ethiopia united. American
history is also full of important events, from the writing of the
Declaration of Independence and the Constitution (which helped by
establishing the whole country and focusing on freedom).
Both Ethiopia and America allow freedom of religion for their
citizens. There are many religions in Ethiopia. According to
Wikipedia, over 43% of people are Ethiopian Orthodox, 31% are
Muslim, 22.8% are Protestant, and 0.7% is Catholic. My family’s
religion is Ethiopian Orthdox and we celebrate all popular holidays
like Easter, Christmas, and Timket (which celebrates the baptism of Jesus in the river Jordan). The only
unusual thing is that the calendar is not the same as Americans. The year in Ethiopia now is 2013 and in
America it's 2022 here so there is currently a nine-year difference. The calendar is not the same because the
Ethiopian church records years by the birth of Jesus, and not by the Catholic church. So when it's Easter in
Ethiopia, it is September 11th here. When it's Christmas here, it's January 7 in Ethiopia. The religions in
America also vary. Wikipedia lists the most commonly-followed religions in America as Christanity (65%),
Protestant (43%), and Catholic (20%). There are many holidays in America that come from these religions,
like Christmas, Easter, Palm Sunday, Ash Wednesday and many others.

My favorite parts of Ethiopian culture include going to weddings and celebrating holidays with family and
friends. The most fun American experiences I have had are watching football with my dad and eating delicious
food. I am not the only student at College Prep whose family is still in touch with the culture of another
country. Isabella R. and Chloe T. and Julia A. are all 8th grade students who share Chaldean culture. Some of
the things they consider important include going to church and partying at weddings. Analee N. and Ava B.
and Ian N. are 8th grade students who share Mexican culture, and they feel it is important to observe events
like Dia De Los Muertos. I love how the following 8th grade students' food from their culture is interesting,
and so very different from one another. Alysse B. says her favorite food from Portuguese culture is “sweet
bread.” Jazmin C. loves the enchiladas from her Hispanic culture. Dolma is the Arabic food that Aiyana F.
loves to eat. Brandon P. enjoys Jajangmyeon from Korea, while Charlotte B. loves “simple red sauce gnocchi”
from Italy.
I asked some teachers about their preferred food from their culture. Mr. Bensley’s favorite food from his
Australian culture is “Vegemite”, and Mrs. Mellinger loves pinakbet from her Filipino culture, which she
describes as “a vegetable dish with Chinese Long Beans, squash, eggplant and shrimp paste.” Mr. Alarcon has
Mexican culture and loves chiles en nogada, which he says is “a special dish from Puebla ''. Lastly, my ELA
teacher from 6th grade Ms. Guiten was very excited to tell me that, from her Black culture, “Pretty much
anything considered soul food is my favorite.” I really like all these cultures and their point of views about
their cultures.
I am very happy that I can have two cultures to draw from. Learning more about it helped me better understand
Ethiopian and American culture and hopefully whoever is reading this article enjoyed learning too!

Why You Should Give Boxing a Try!
Marcelino N. & Ezzo T.
“Everyone has a plan until they get punched in the mouth” - Mike Tyson. Wise words coming from a wise
man! Mike was nicknamed “Iron Mike” because he hit as hard as iron, and was one of the greatest
heavyweight boxers of all time! Although Mike Tyson was one of the best, that doesn't make him the best.
Muhammad Ali was the most influential boxers in all of boxing with his swift and agile movement, he was
able to accomplish 56 wins with 37 knockouts with only 5
losses; that’s quite impressive if you ask us. Muhammad’s
famous catchphrase “Float like a butterfly, sting like a bee”
shows that not only was he very agile, but he was also a very
hard hitter. These are two of the greatest boxers ever
recorded in history, but enough about them! Let's talk about
how starting boxers can become just as good as these
professional boxers.
Well let's start with the basics: boxing is a combat sport
where two people fight using only their fists. Boxing can be
dangerous, so boxing with safety is important. When going against someone in a ring, boxers wear protective
headgear and mouth-guards. Some other things a boxer wears include boxing shoes that can help a bit with
movement, since the shoes people usually wear might not allow the boxer to move as freely with their feet.
Wraps are also a requirement for a boxer's hands, because wraps can help protect a boxer's bones and loose
joints. Wraps also help decrease the impact when punching, just like some boxing gloves do. Also, boxers
need to wear clothes that are suitable for boxing, like athletic-wear that allows a boxer’s body to breathe.
Let's get into how boxing can improve health. Boxing can help physical health in multiple ways. Some ways
include helping heart health, which means that training often can help people maintain a healthy weight.
Boxers must remember that muscles are made in the kitchen, so they try to keep a healthy diet though
sometimes this is difficult! Boxing can also help mental health by improving self-discipline. Boxing does not
magically provide this discipline - it has to be worked for because self-discipline is not something that can be
bought. For example, it is important to push past limits when training. If doing push ups and it really hurts, this
is a sign that limits are being pushed past, which can really help.
When training, even if out of breath, it helps to still continue
training. Doing more than is expected could help because at time
when working out, people start to tell themselves, “Okay, I’m only
going to do 15 push ups.” At the time this is okay, but that person
will see benefits if they do more than expected and always try their
best.

Some other important things to remember in boxing are movement and agility. One way to practice movement
is by working on a boxing bag while moving around it. Sometimes the opposing boxer in the ring might have a
good defense, so working around the opponent can be an effective way to tire them. Start with just punching a
boxing bag whilst quickly moving around it.
Some moves to try include throwing a hook
and doing a pivot, followed by a double-jab.
Shadowboxing (which is the term for hitting
the air) is also effective. A boxer can practice
movement and combos literally on the air.
Practicing how to pivot is also imperative
when learning movement and its technique.
For example, throwing two hooks and then
pivoting and then a double-jab. Focusing on
the opponent’s movement is always wise. By studying their habits, it is possible to discern a pattern in what
the other person in the ring is doing and see an opening to take a shot. Working on agility is crucial when
working on movement because agility will help. Punching a boxing bag can also help with agility if the boxer
hits the boxing bag while turning now and then to throw combos. While working on agility it is important to
be in good condition, the key to being in shape is a boxer's diet.
Something that helped us become the boxers we are today is our diet. Protein is something you should have
and some animal-based foods have protein, such as fish, chicken, and lean beef. It doesn’t even have to be
meat, eggs are also a great source of protein. Another way to have protein is not only food but in a liquid!
Making protein shakes and adding bananas and other fruits and vegetables is also good. Some other things that
are good for dieting are foods with a healthy fat. Healthy fat and fat can get mixed up. Healthy fat is foods like
avocados, olives, nuts, cheese, etc. Unhealthy fats are like
donuts, pizza, and fries. It is commonly known that having a
banana is effective before a workout. Before a workout, it is
always good to have healthy food, protein-based foods, and
drinks. A lot of people think that eating too much food can
cause them to gain weight, which can be right if it is a lot of
unhealthy foods. We're not saying people can't ever eat
unhealthy foods, just that it is important to have a limit on the
amount consumed. Eating a lot of foods that are protein-based,
non-artificial, and actual real food is one of the best things
boxers can do for muscle gain and staying healthy.

Besides all of the nutrition, exercises, and staying in shape; boxing has a deeper meaning than just beating
people up. When boxing you are going to be hurt physically and mentally, but the key to becoming an actual
boxer is no matter how many times you get hit, you get back up. Physical health is imperative in boxing, but
not as important as mentality. If boxers are going to be telling themselves that “I can't do this” or “I'm going
to fail,” then they will most likely fail and be put down even more. Boxers should always have a good mindset
and have their eyes set on where they want to be. Many people think motivation is all they need to be
successful. Wrong - anyone can be motivated to do anything but then give up on it later. We are not saying to
not be motivated, instead, we are saying to be dedicated to what they want to do. This doesn't go for just
boxing - having a good
mindset and mentality
will get anybody far in
life. That's why we think
people should give
boxing a try: it helps
physically and mentally,
it can help improve
social skills, it can show
people that boxing isn't
just beating people up
and has a deeper
meaning to it, or it can
just be an enjoyable
hobby. Either way,
boxing has impacted our lives thoroughly, and we think maybe just maybe it can affect yours as well.

Christmas and Halloween
By Angelina Bidi
It’s late in the night - almost midnight. You are sleeping but hear the floor creak like someone is trying to
sneakily creep through the house. It is December, so the only thought that comes to mind is Santa Claus
coming to bring presents!. You quickly get out of bed trying to get Santa caught but he is gone. It’s the middle
of the night, so you go back to sleep for some energy in the morning to wake up and open some presents.
Christmas day celebrates the day that Jesus was born. Around the same time of year, people also celebrate
Halloween which is a holiday that celebrates Samhain -a pagan religious festival originating from an ancient
Celtic spiritual tradition. Christmas and Halloween are different holidays but people who celebrate one holiday
celebrate the other even though the holidays celebrate two very different opposite purposes. To learn more
about Halloween and Christmas, read this article!
Christmas is a holiday celebrating the birth of Jesus, so mostly it is Christians who celebrate this holiday. Not
only Christians though - people celebrate Christmas in many different places like San Diego, New York,
Hawaii, Spain, Germany, Canada… All over the world, really! Christmas
has changed over the years. Long ago, most people who celebrated
Christmas did it pretty much the same way. Christmas change happened
in the early 19th century when families started celebrating Christmas on
their own. In the mid 19th century, many families decided to choose their
own way to celebrate Christmas. In 1870 President Grant and the
Congress finally declared Christmas a national holiday. Christmas used to not be a really commercial holiday,
but after World War II it became more commercial because after the war televisions were invented. After
Christmas became a more commercial holiday, a greater number of stores had Christmas decorations and
music. Radio stations featured Christmas-themed songs, and Christmas started to be represented in films and
television programs. Also, people sent Christmas cards to each other, and families and friends went door-todoor singing Christmas carols. Today, modern Christmas celebrations are combined with customs from long
ago. People decorate their houses and visit the homes of friends and family. Some groups of people arrange
meals, shelter, or charitable projects for people without a home. In America, it is common for people to attend
church on Christmas day or Christmas Eve, and to decorate
their Christmas tree a couple weeks before Christmas. Other
customs include hanging up decorations all over the home, and
waiting for Santa Claus to arrive on Christmas Eve with
presents as a treat for those children who were good kids that
year. Some people also celebrate Christmas with traditions and
practices in their own nature and culture, such as having some
families and churches set up nativity scenes of Jesus Christ's
birth.

Some more things associated with Christmas include gifts, candy canes, hot chocolate, Christmas trees
(especially with a star topper), wreaths, Christmas lights and decorations, and plants such as holly (with its
prickly leaves and red berries) and poinsettias (which is a bright red flower with green leaves). There are also
some games involved with Christmas, like Secret Santa, White Elephant, and so many other fun Christmas
games. Also, there is eggnog that families make to drink at their Christmas feast, stockings that people hang up
to get stocking stuffers from Santa, Christmas movies that people watch for some fun for the Christmas season,
Christmas parties that involves some Christmas music and some delicious baking of desserts, and last but not
least - the most important part is holiday cheer of course!
Halloween began as a holiday celebrating a pagan religious festival called Samhain, which dates back to an
ancient Celtic spiritual tradition that was established in the 7th Century to begin November. Back then,
Samhain was thought to be when the souls of the dead
returned, so people did things on Halloween day to ward off
the bad spirits. Today, Halloween incorporates Christian
influences, European myths, and American consumerism.
Christianity is represented because Halloween is known to
have roots in Christian beliefs and practices are represented
in the way that “Halloween” comes from “All Hallows Eve''
- which is the evening before the Christian holy day “All
Saints Day” that is held on November 1st. European myths
are part of Halloween because the Celtic festival Samhain borrowed European traditions. People would dress
up and ask for food or money, and that soon made what is now called trick or treating. The influence of
American consumerism changed the Halloween tradition to what we do now.
All around the world, people do different things to celebrate Halloween. People also go trick or treating on
Halloween day as a fun way to celebrate. Another example of a different way of celebrating is by watching
scary movies on Halloween night or some people in neighborhoods transform their own house into a haunted
house. People all around the world celebrate Halloween like Ireland, Canada, United States, Mexico, Spain,
and many other places and the way that each of these
states celebrates Halloween is different. For example,
in Mexico, it is celebrated by doing some things that
people in the United States do, like trick-or-treating,
but also they sell flowers to symbolize the Day of the
Dead. Another example is that in Canada, some people
in neighborhoods try to make their trick or treaters
jump in fright when they pass by their house or when
they are walking around trick or treating.

Some ways that people celebrate Halloween are with fun
activities. Trick or treating while being dressed up in
costumes that are for babies, kids, youths, teens, and
adults. The costumes have so many different characters
and designs for all the costumes in the whole world.
Carving jack-o-lanterns is a fun way to celebrate
Halloween. This involves cutting patterns into pumpkins to
make fun, scary, silly, and spooky images that are
presented on Halloween. This is as simple as following these steps. Go out and buy a pumpkin, open it from
the top and take out the guts. Then on the front of the pumpkin, cut out a face with a knife, and then put a
candle inside the pumpkin and put the pumpkin's lid back on! People attend or host festive gatherings for
Halloween like costume parties, pumpkin-carving parties, haunted house parties, and trick-or-treating parties
for little kids. Kids eat their delicious candy that they collect
from trick-or-treating which is when people walk from door to
door knocking and saying trick or treat asking for some candy.
Some Americans also celebrate Halloween by telling tales of
witches and ghosts.
Some things that are associated with Halloween are candy that
people use to give out to kids that come to their houses to trick
or treat, pumpkins which people use to carve jack-o-lanterns, witches and other fun spooky characters, the
costumes that people use to dress up as fun or scary people, and the bonfires that people put in their house
while they are giving out candy to children on Halloween day. Some people or organizations also host some
Halloween festivals in the month of October as a way to celebrate and have fun..
Some students, such as Sandy R. (8th grade) and Jazmin C. (8th grade) prefer Christmas, especially the way
they spend it with family. Bonnie D. (8th grade) is another student who thinks of family when she thinks of
Christmas, because her family invites “cousins and family over to do Secret Santa.” Although all three of these
College Prep students prefer Christmas to Halloween, each of them does enjoy trick or treating on the 31st of
October. Speaking of Halloween, Charlotte B. (8th grade) is one student who
prefers Halloween, especially “wearing costumes and setting up a fog machine
to scare trick or treaters.” Even though Charlotte prefers Halloween, she still
thinks Christmas is a special time to give everyone gifts after joining her
family for breakfast.
Now, I will let you decide whether Christmas or Halloween is a better holiday!

TikTok
By Fatima K. & Ian N.
TikTok is an app where users make videos and post them for their friends to see as well as scroll through the
videos others have made. It began to thrive in late 2019 after Musical.ly was merged into TikTok due to a
shortage of people using the Musical.ly app. After the creation of TikTok, there was a period of time where
many users who were once on musical.ly “quit” making videos and went onto YouTube to start making their
videos there. But then people started posting their TikTok videos on YouTube, causing many users to jump
from YouTube back onto TikTok. Very soon after this “migration” began happening, the popularity of TikTok
skyrocketed to become what we now know as the most used social media app.
Due to the fact that TikTok doesn’t require users to pay for entertainment and doesn’t have many ads, many
people (including us) have wondered how the owners of the app make money. On SEOAVES - a website that
posts articles about different apps - we found that, “TikTok makes
money by showing advertisements. The platform allows
businesses to promote their brands and offers on its platform.”
Users on TikTok sometimes leave funny comments under these
ads like “Who’s here at 1am?” because the ads usually don't make
sense, making it easy to mock them. On Business of Apps (a
website that posts articles about the financial side of popular apps)
we learned that, “TikTok generated an estimate of $1.9 billion
revenue in 2020, a 457% increase year-on-year.” The increase of
revenue is very noticeable, as in 2019 the revenue was $350 million, which seems like almost nothing
compared to the $1.9 billion in 2020. We found that in the year 2020, TikTok had the most amount of users
and revenue. Our guess as to why this is the case is that it is partly due to
quarantine and everyone having extra free time.
Using research from different websites and from our own student surveys, we
learned how teens feel about TikTok. 52.2% of people who took our survey
voted TikTok as “good”. This answer was the most popular by far, and some
students who chose it were Chloe V. (8th grade) and Justin H. (8th grade).
Savina J. (8th grade), along with 8.7% of the other respondents, voted TikTok
as being “terrible” because she thinks that “TikTok isn't a good app to be on
because it can damage many young people's brains into thinking that being
pretty and getting lip fillers or buying items is cool.” We do agree that TikTok
can be unhealthy if not used in moderation, but with monitored time usage of
the app, it should be okay to scroll through the app after priorities are
completed.

Lucia A. (8th grade) rated TikTok as “could be better’” and thinks that
“it's addictive and the content can be hilarious.” Like Lucia, 26.1%
other CPMS students chose “could be better” and agreed with the fact
that TikTok has many funny and entertaining videos, but there are
many things TikTok can improve. “Excellent” was the rating of 13% of
the students surveyed. One of the students in this category was Isabella
R. (8th grade), who explained that her experiences on TikTok have
been “very entertaining, and I enjoy seeing my friends post on the
app.” Overall, these votes seem reliable and honest because of the
variety of replies and the thoughtful reasoning behind them.
Using information on Techcrunch - a modern news website that mostly
writes articles on tech and social media - we found out that the average
American teen spends around 82 minutes a day using and browsing
TikTok. TikTok, since 2020, has spiked kids' use of social media.
Using our own research, we saw that 34% of the CPMS students who
did our survey spent 1-2 hours on TikTok per day. Using this survey,
we also found that 17% of the students don't have TikTok, 8% use it
for 3-4 hours a day, and 9% actually use TikTok for 4 or more hours each
day! Based on these numbers we can infer that most students do manage
their time on TikTok pretty wisely and most students don't go overboard.
For students who are spending too much time on the app, some strategies
they can use to help wean themselves off it include finding an interesting
book to read or spending time with family.
Although TikTok may have its ups and downs, by staying on the app you
could have the chance to join the next Hype House!

Magyar Kultura
Chloe V.
Hungary is a country located in Europe with lots of great foods, dances, a beautiful language - and it is just
overall a stunning country. Hungary was where my great-grandmother and grandmother grew up, and ever
since I was born, I have been taught the ways of Hungary. I have been lucky enough to grow up around the
amazing language, foods, and culture.
First, let's talk about all the different types of food which I think are just so delicious. First, goulash is a
famous food that originated in Hungary. It is made with macaroni noodles, ground meat,
onion, cheese, tomato sauce, garlic, and seasonings like paprika and Italian herbs. What I
like about goulash is it has an amazing flavor and all the seasonings go together so well,
personally my favorite dish. Another favorite of mine are crepes, which technically are a
French dish but very popular in Hungary. In
Hungary, crepes are called palacsinta (Pa-la-seen-tah). They are a
very simple pancake-like thing, they are so good and anything can be
put on them, such as whipped cream with fruit, lemon with powdered
sugar, hazelnut spread - even beans and cheese can be used as a
topping! My favorite way to eat palacsinta is with lemon and sugar.
Okay now, let's dive into the history and religion of Hungary! In
1526 there were challenges with Christianity, and Hungary didn’t want to be bothered with the attacks so the
nation was split up into three parts called Ottoman, Transylvania, and some other small kingdom in Hungary.
Then, Habsburg invited Hungary to reunite with them. The 1867 Compromise created a new leading power of
central Europe and the city of Hungary was born after Habsburg and Budapest
reunited. Now Budapest has come together to form an outstanding country where lots
of people can have fun and enjoy the beautiful
sites. Now, there is no “official religion” in
Hungary. There are forms of Christianity but
because there is freedom of religion, it doesn’t
matter what people believe. There are many
Hungarian traditions, but the one I like the
most is when on Sundays people go around and take the dead flowers
from the immortelle (a decorative fixture on each grave that is used to
hold flowers) and dry them out so the flowers can be recycled. Also,
every Sunday after church, people take one fresh flower and put it in
each of their loved ones' immortelle in memory of their ancestors.

You might be wondering what you should do on a visit to Hungary. Well, here are some very beautiful tourist
attractions that you may enjoy! Budapest, also known as the city of lights, is the capital city and has many
beautiful sites and various places to explore. One is called Buda Castle, which is a huge white castle that is
very beautiful when it is lit up at night. This castle was completed in 1265, and rumor has it that the hill it is
built on is hollow on the inside and has caves and cellars that were used back in medieval times. If you're one
that's into reading, a stunning library called
Szabo Ervin (sa-boo ad-veen) Library has
breathtaking architecture. This library would be
an amazing place to go - it's built inside of a
mansion! Another beautiful building to visit in
Budapest is called Fisherman's Bastion, one of
the best-known monuments in Budapest. This
monument was built in 1844 so is now 178
years old! When Mr. Bensley visited Hungary,
he went to Fisherman’s Bastion and gave it a
good review - he said it had a great view of the city and it had outstanding architecture! I couldn’t agree more
with his opinion.
In my preparations for writing this article, I called my great-grandmother and my grandmother. I would like to
include in this article some really interesting memories each of them have of their time in Hungary. During
WWII, my great-grandmother tried to
escape Hungary with her father and
mother, but they were caught at the
border. So when she was only 4 years old,
she ended up in jail with her father and
mother! One of the guards helped my
grandmother and her parents over the
border and on a train, which was coaloperated, by hiding them underneath the
coal. My ancestors used straws coming out
of the coal so they wouldn’t suffocate!
When my great-grandmother’s family
finally reached safety in Europe, they
stayed in little tents and saved up all their
money. They flipped a coin to either go to Australia or the United States. Because of this con-flip, my
ancestors went to the U.S. and moved to California, and lived there for many years before my greatgrandmother had my grandma Beatrix.

My grandma was born in Chinatown, Los Angeles. To see family, she visited Hungary when she was 4 years
old with her mother (my great-grandmother). They returned to California for two years, then went back to
Hungary and moved there, where my grandmother went to first-grade. She was teased every day because they
thought she was spoiled. After all, she had lived in California before moving to Hungary and she also had long
blonde hair. Some other students would bully her by putting her hair in the ink (back then, students wrote
using a quill that needed to be dipped in ink). After the bullies had put her hair in the ink, my grandma had to
cut her hair because the ink was very hard to get out. She still remembers it to this day!
I was talking with my mom about what each of us is looking forward to doing when she visits Hungary. Mom
wants to visit Buda Castle, to eat paprikash, and to learn more about the Hungarian language. I am hoping to
learn more and see all the beautiful sights and hopefully go to see my ancestors' graves. Also, I plan to learn
how to speak a little more Hungarian.
I hope you enjoyed my article, and learned not only about myself but about Hungarian culture. Start planning
that trip to Hungary right now!

Let’s Keep the Caps!
Joshua V.
One of the problem starters of recent global warming was the Industrial revolution that began in the 1700s.
This started off a long-lasting effect of global warming. One result of global warming is that the ice caps are
melting, which is not a good thing at all. Lots of people could be affected, including San Diego residents
because this is one coastal city that could be heavily affected if sea levels rise. It is not just people who would
be affected by melting ice caps. A complete
meltdown would also result in most of the
Arctic life being gone, so we must try to stop
the effects of a problem we have created.
Rising temperatures will result in permafrost
melting, which is a big problem we will have
to overcome. One way we are causing this is
that more greenhouse gasses are being released
into the atmosphere, which speeds up this
process, as does our usage of coal. Motor
vehicles only add to this problem!
The process to slow down (and hopefully completely stop) the heating of earth will be long and will require an
effort from every single human being. The process will take a couple of decades. It will have to be a team
effort, but if we could save our polar ice caps many changes will be seen in our world. We would “kill two
birds with one stone” if we could all go green with global warming and halt the melting of our ice caps.
Some major problems that humanity will face if sea levels rise is that people all around the world will have to
move inland, which would result in farmland being used for housing
for the new residents. The new homes being built would require lumber,
which would result in fewer trees in the world, so more carbon dioxide
would be present. Polluted air is not a good thing for anyone. All life
would be affected by this problem and could possibly die out in just a
couple hundred years. The amount of carbon dioxide in the air could
even be toxic, depending on how well we control the problem now.
Also, global warming is one of the causes of wildfires, which also
releases greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere, contributing more to a
heating Earth. These problems will have a series of consequences if not
prevented.

We can take action now on the problem, and handle it with a global effort to properly solve this problem. We
need to come up with new ways of certain systems that currently produce unnecessary waste.
What can we do? One helpful thing we can do to slow down the process of the melting ice caps is unplugging
unused plugs from outlets. Another is carpooling, which cuts down on motor vehicles on the road. This will
lead to less carbon emissions in the air, as will public transportation like buses and trains. We can each make
an impact on our individual carbon footprint by going green. The more people who go green, the more carbon
emissions will be cut down from daily life. If most
of the population cuts down emissions, we could
make an impact.
Some companies like Iberdrola specialize in a
certain kind of energy called wind energy and it's
completely waste-free. It's only downside is how
unpredictable it is. Unpredictability is not a good
thing to hear about anything, but it could be the
future of energy. A zero emissions energy source sounds like a very good thing and it really is. But that one
downside of unpredictability is probably one of the main things keeping wind energy from being used
massively around the world. Because of this, oil is still being used as energy. Oil is
harmful for the environment and even though it is the leading energy source around
the world, oil has to go through a very long process before being turned into
energy. This energy powers many things that you would use on a daily basis like
your house for example. When you use electricity, you are using oil and this oil is
bad for the environment because in the process it releases greenhouse gasses into
the atmosphere. More demand
for oil would call for more mining and the chance of oil
spills in the ocean would go up. It's not clean energy.
Some clean energy would be like biomass energy, which
produces less greenhouse gasses and uses things that were
produced by things that are living and that were once
living. Biomass energy is infinite energy; we would never
run out of the material to make it, unlike fossil fuels that
are a limited source and release greenhouse gasses that are
harmful for the environment and cause bad air quality
around the world. Some other energy sources are solar or
geothermal, because they are both natural and efficient.

Mexico & Spain
Miranda M.
If you had the chance to travel to Mexico or Spain, which country would you want to visit the most? Do you
have what it takes to travel to one of these two countries? And why? Which country would you think is the
best to travel to? Well, if you're lucky to go to one of these two countries. you might find lots of interesting
places to go to. You'll also learn how they do their stuff, which are more different from each other such as their
dancing, songs, traditions, and their food. You can also learn their histories from hundreds of years ago to how
they started and how they ended up. It's really interesting how you can learn so many things about different
countries you have never been to, So let's learn more about Spain and Mexico and see how great they both are!

Los chinelos are a Mexican tradition and when Tamales are a Mexican food that can be filled
people dress up and dance around the streets.
with beef or chicken.

There are lots of types of Mexican songs such
as banda, mariachi, ranchera, and cumbia.

Chichen Itza is a great place to visit and to
take great pictures.

Flamenco is when women wear these beautiful
dresses and dance on stage.

There are lots of type of music from Spain,
such as jota, reggaetón, and classical guitar.

Paella is a Spanish meal that has
Barcelona is a beautiful place where people
rice, vegetables, chicken, seafood and is served can walk and it's a very colorful place where
in a pan.
you can take pictures.

Healthcare Heroes
Julia A.
If you ever feel sick or get injured, there are very important people who help you, and it's not a social media
app that can distract you from the pain, or a
Dairy Queen worker who can make the pain go
away with ice cream - it's our healthcare heroes.
Nurses and doctors both play very important
roles in our lives. They are the people we go to if
we are sick, injured, or need help for a variety of
different things. They work together as a team to
help patients. The world would not be how it is
today without those amazing humans. Without
these healthcare workers, things would be very different. Now, let's learn more about our amazing heroes in
our hospitals who save lives daily and are always there when needed.
Becoming a nurse takes at least four years and requires a number of steps. The first step is to choose a specific
nursing path. Then, earn a degree and get licensed. Once a nurse is licensed and registered, they focus on
becoming a lifelong learner as the nursing industry is always changing as it adapts to new developments.
Nurses have a range of duties in a hospital as they take care of a patient’s overall health. They draw blood
when needed, record patient vitals, update patient charts and show them to the doctor, and take care of
immediate needs for each patient. They also will be the people who check up on patients who stay in the
hospital, and give the patients any shots
needed. Some of our CPMS community
have shown their knowledge about
nursing. Mr. Alarcon (7th grade science)
said that, “They will spend more time
with a patient than doctors.” I agree with
him about that. Dalya G. (8th grade) feels
that “Nurses are important because they
can sometimes see a patient's needs in
different perspectives, making nurses
able to find out what is really happening
with the patient.” Aiyana F. (8th grade) thinks that “Nurses are important because they help keep everything in
check, especially when it comes to surgeries.” These responses are correct because nurses will check out the
patients and see what is wrong and collect all the information for them to then take it all and tell the doctor so
they can help the patient. There are different kinds of nurses that will help patients according to their needs.

Becoming a fully-licensed doctor requires going to medical school and then undergoing different types of
training - all of which can add up to around ten to fourteen years. Just like nurses, doctors have a range of
duties. Some include being the one
to diagnose a patient’s condition,
treating patient illnesses, prescribing
medications and any types of
medical tests a patient will need such as MRIs or x-rays. Ms. Jordan
(6th grade Science) wanted to let
people know that, “Doctors must be
excellent at communicating with
other people and working in high
stress situations”. Ms. Jordan also
talked about how applications and interviews for med school are very challenging and exhausting. Another
thing Ms. Jordan had to offer for this article was that, “Many doctors are serving on boards and panels to help
inform politicians of the best strategies (based on science) to battle the Covid-19 pandemic.” I feel like Ms.
Jordan is correct about everything and that being a doctor is definitely not easy and requires a lot of skill and
education. CPMS students were also asked about their knowledge of doctors. Leonardo N. (8th grade) knows
that “Doctors are important because they help patients get better, and they can do operations that the normal
person cannot do.” Zachary B-A. (8th grade) feels that “Doctors are important because they help us with
medical stuff and make sure that we stay as healthy
as possible.” Isabella R. (8th grade) reminds us that
all of this means that “there is a need for lots of
doctors.” I agree with these responses because
doctors are the people patients go to when they
need to be cured from a sickness, need surgery, or
for any other type of medical help.
Although they both work together, it can be argued that doctors take a more important role than nurses. They
have a bigger impact in the medical department than nurses do because doctors are the ones who usually do the
surgeries and the major things that cure the illnesses. The training to become a doctor is very different from the
training to become a nurse. The reason is doctors have a bigger impact on our life because nurses will check a
patient out and find out what is wrong with the patient. Then, they tell the doctor and the doctor then finds the
cure and will do any exams or treatments that a patient needs to get better. Ms. Mammana (5th grade Science)
concluded that, “doctors usually work in a specific specialty, while nurses have a more generalized job.” Of
course, there are nurses who specialize in medical fields, but overall nurses really do need to know how to
perform many roles.

CPMS students have been asked about their
thoughts on healthcare workers. Lauren S.
(8th grade) thinks that, “Doctors do surgery,
while nurses help prep patients for surgery.”
Dalya G. (8th grade) wanted to add that, “a
difference between nurses and doctors that I
know of is that the doctor finds ways to treat
the patient, while nurses follow orders given
by the doctors on how to treat the patient.”
Lastly, Mr. Bensley (8th grade ELA) feels that, “Doctors have a narrower focus than nurses. Nurses help
patients with symptoms and concerns, and also liaise with patient families where necessary.” I agree with all of
these responses because they reflect the difference between nurses and doctors and show how even though
they do different things, they work together.
Doctors rely on nurses because the doctors rely on
information from the nurses about what is going on with
the patient to help the patient get better. Nurses rely on
doctors because they trust that the information they are
giving to the doctor about a patient will make sure the
doctor can do a better job to help the patient and make the
problem go away. Doctors and nurses work as a team to
help their patients get better. Since they both play a role in
each other's careers, without working together their job
wouldn't be the same. They are our healthcare heroes and will help any patient who needs it. CPMS students
know how important nurses and doctors are. Riley M. (8th grade) inferred that, “If doctors and nurses
disappeared, the life span of the average person would go down because there would be no one to tell you if
there was something seriously wrong with your health or not.” Ms. Jordan (6th grade science) also said that,
“The doctor decides on the best treatment plan and the nurses support the doctor by making that plan happen.”
Mrs. Jordan feels that, “In reality, doctors and nurses
coexist and need each other because they have
different skill sets!” All of these responses are very
much true and both nurses and doctors need each
other to do their job. They wouldn't be able to work
this well with patients without each other and are a
great team. Even though they both play different roles
in their jobs, they couldn’t help a patient alone as well
as they could help a patient together.

